
The Ghost Upon The Moor
Well.. last night’s opening night performance of The Hound of
the  Baskervilles  was  quite  a  success.   What  began  with
reservations  numbering  17  turned  into  a  crowd  of  over  70
before curtain time.  Quite a feat when the small village had
a home high school football game.  Of course, everyone is not
a sports fan and the weather is starting to get that chill
once again.

The audience was very good in their reactions to he events
which unfolded on stage.  As predicted in at least one review,
Holmes received the most chuckles.  However, there were some
unexpected guffaws as well.  One involving a ghost which must
just now have decided to wreck havoc with the lights upon the
moor.  Holmes and Watson come upon a corpse and investigate. 
Usually, this is done with the assistance of not only their
illuminated  lanterns  but  a  greenish  glow  surrounding  the
deceased.  At the end of the scene, the ghost decided to raise
the stage lights prior to the “corpse’s” exit from the stage. 
“He’s ALIIIIVE!”

The cast was brilliant!  Even Sir Henry seemed to have relaxed
and  created  an  entirely  new  dynamic  to  his  character.  
Wonderful what a great audience can do!

After the performance, the cast and some VP members gathered
for a small reception.  I got to chat with my favorite Tevye
(who was to be “Potter’s goon” but more important matters
arose) , his wife, and their growing little one who was a wee
babe the last I saw her at January’s awards banquet… now she
is up toddling around.  I was surprised to see Me and Ca in
attendance… no idea they were going to be there.  Ca is
bringing a bus load of students to this afternoon’s matinee.

So shortly after midnight, the last of the revelers departed. 
Good thing I convinced the boss to let me skip my 8am-10am
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shift.  She did not even realize I was supposed to be there
this morning.  Now.. if only I can convince her of that on
Sunday mornings.

One down… three to go.

If You Say It Loud Enough,
You’ll  Always  Sound
Precocious
Yesterday, we had a double show with a party thrown in between
the two.  At the matinee, my mentor who just happens to be one
of my two best friends was in the audience.  While most of the
people in attendance who know me are rather surprised by what
I do on stage in Miracles, Chris had no doubt at all.  He and
Lisa are BEYOND what I call the best!  Words cannot describe
how much they mean to me.  After the afternoon show, Mary was
throwing a cast party.  I had to ask if I could bring my
ardent supporters along.  I was really happy when they told me
that there had been some cancellations to justj and company’s
“sold out” dinner theatre.

While at Mary’s, we all got to meet Beth’s seven year old
daughter… and believe me, Jordan let us know how old she is! 
She is so full of life, precious, and precocious.  I, along
with C & L, marveled at how much alike she and a certain newly
turned six year old are!  HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SAMMIE!  LOVE YA,
KIDDO!

Last night’s performance had a really appreciative audience as
well.  I think it is awesome how many people this show has
touched and taught.  All theatre cannot be light and fluff. 
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But, I think it is time for the return of a fun, fluffy
musical.  If not light and fluffy, then a serio-musical. 
There ARE a few of those floating around, aren’t there?!

A New Week… A New Goon
Well… Friday night began our final weekend of performances and
this was another dandy.  My goon had to take over the lights
and sound, so I had to hire a new man.  Good help is sooo hard
to find.  I am happy to say that my new employee did an
admirable job… except for one moment when I had to crack the
whip and prod him a bit faster by ad libbing a line.  All of
my friends and family who came tonight loved the show and
again I was booed.  As long as I know that it is for a good
reason, then I think the jeers are almost as good as getting
cheers.

After the curtain fell on our fourth performance, Mare led
another  small  group  on  the  nickel  tour  of  the  Huber.  
Including a few people who just moved to the area from Ft.
Wayne where one of them worked at the glorious Embassy Theatre
(I have not been there for years).

Finally, it was time to feast at the cast party.  And what a
cast  party…  catered  Italian  spread:  lasagna,  fettucini
alfredo, bread, salad, and (as is typical) more than enough
desserts.  Leftovers for tomorrow.  We presented Trav with his
director’s gift of a nice copy of Tom Sawyer among other
trinkets.

There was one minor technical glitch.  Somehow, during the off
time, the sign that magically changes from “You Are Now In
Bedford Falls” to “Pottersville” became damaged and did not
work for tonight’s show.
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Once  again,  thanks  to  everyone:  cast,  crew,  director,
producer, and most of all.. Wonderful audience members for
another tremendous show!

Two In One
Day two of three of the play saw both an afternoon matinee as
well as an evening show.  I am glad that we had the extra
performance so that some of my friends in the Little Shop cast
could come and watch our show.  I saw two of them, but the
third must have been in a hurry to get out.  Lucky Mare pretty
well gave away the huge clue of the show during the audience
participation part and she swore that she did not know but
just used her deductive talents.  However, the cast glossed
over the revelation until the proper time.

Following the matinee, we walked to the nearby home of one of
our youngest cast members who graciously hosted a cast party
between shows.  Ate some chili and other goodies.  As a tip of
the hat to the show, I took some donuts.  Really fun time
getting to know the cast further.  Great times and we played
some Apples to Apples.

I think our best audience so far was tonight’s crowd and not
just because I had quite a few family members and friends who
are  like  family.   And  I  got  a   gift  bag!  Erasable
highlighters… very cool with two bottles of Coke Zero and a
can of Lay’s Chips.  And a surprise guest that I did not see
coming… Cathy DUKES!  THANKS ALL!  Extremely easy to perform
for an audience who is really receptive and participates.  I
REALLY like these shows.  A small faux pas, I was responsible
for some minor set damage, but we won’t get into that.

Tomorrow, the wrap up but like I said in a previous post…
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“whenever one door closes, another is soon to open.”

If You Were A Box What Kind
Would YOU Be?
Tonight was the first night that I have ever been the stage
manager for any show. There are times when I really find it to
be fun; but the idea of not being able to be part of either
the on-stage activity or in the audience makes it difficult. I
do enjoy the comradery you feel by being able to assist in
getting the performers props, cues, etc or the challenge of
making  sure  an  8-year  old  knows  when  to  say  his  lines
backstage  or  that  he  is  not  (unintentionally,  of  course)
making a nuisance of himself; but in all honesty, I really
think Alex is doing a fine job both with his character and
learning what to do and (more importantly) what not to do when
he is off-stage. A year ago he and two of my nieces were in
School House Rock with me. The main difference was that the
children’s  chorus  was  on-stage  the  entire  time.  I  can’t
imagine dealing with 30 kids (some of whom were no older than
7) backstage.

The actress playing Titsy (or is it Tansy… so many names)
payed me a huge compliment tonight by saying what a great
backstage manager I am. Maybe with more experience I will come
to enjoy it as much as I do being on-stage. But, I don’t see
that  happening  anytime  soon.  I  am  REAAAAALLLLLLLLYYYYYYYYY
antsy and NEEED to be on-stage. It has been almost 3 months.
But this cast is such a ball to work with. One of my best
friends  plays  the  title  role.  Another  good  friend  is
producing.  Yet  another  frequent  party  goer  is  assisting
backstage. Of course, visiting with our resident groupie and
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whichever child happens to be with her at the time is cool,
too. Our first time director is doing an awesome job. All the
cast and crew has made the first of 7 performances highly
enjoyable.

Following tonight’s opening, a bunch of frequent game nighters
converged along with an infrequent groupie. While the guys
were handily humbling our female counterparts, the telephone
rang. I just had the strangest feeling that I knew whom it
would be. I suppose I should have been a little bit more
thoughtful by phoning ahead and telling Alex’s parents that we
would be late, but there is next time… (shame on me).

The end is near…
Tonight I write this as I should be partying instead.  Tonight
is the end-of-year cast party for the children’s drama.  Or
rather,  that  is  what  the  schedule  says.   The  party  was
actually canceled due to lack of interest, plus a general grim
outlook on people showing up on Wednesday nights for past
rehearsals.  If it was going to be anything like last year’s
get-together then I really won’t miss it.  It was a low
turnout  then  and  pretty  unexciting.   Some  ice  cream  and
drinks, and a little bit of small talk.  The kids if I recall
did some theatre games.  Those theatre games used to be part
of the rehearsals, but this year they got cut due to time,
though the director did do some one of the nights.

In any event, the end may have arrived for rehearsals, but we
have one more weekend to perform- this coming weekend.  I
suggested we have the show “canceled” and have “extras” carry
off pieces of the set as we do the drama.  Unfortunately this
suggestion was too late and Steve (children’s ministry pastor)
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cringed at the thought of having to take down and put back up
the set for each performance.  I guess it was also kind of a
negative  note.   The  show  rather  ends  more  positively  by
finally  discovering  the  formula  my  character  has  been
searching for for so long.  Of course the formula involves
Jesus, the only super human.  He is the one who makes super
heroes out of all of us who are children of God.  At the end
we will take our final bows and the mock science show will
end.

I really hope the performance goes without a hitch.  Last week
I was the only regular cast member there for my performance
time.  Another was prepared as a fill-in, but the rest just
didn’t show up.  Steve said he knew a couple wouldn’t be
there, but my guess is he didn’t have much advance notice as
we had to scramble to get others to fill in, and needless to
say they had to perform with scripts.  Something that was
actually quite regular last year, but praise God was not so
much of a problem this year.  The last episode is supposed to
be the most memorable, so I pray that it is memorable in the
right way…

Well, this wasn’t my regular sub-post, but you already knew I
had  PE  at  the  one  school  again.   Basically,  same  thing
different students.  Softball all day with similar pluses and
minuses as the previous days’ kickball.  Until tomorrow then,
when it looks like I will break the middle-school rut with
second grade.  I will also get to sleep in an extra hour… �


